Ao ne dimensional conditional procedure defines a partition of the sample space into curves which can be represented by means of a unit vector field. Af ormula is givenf or the conditional distribution in terms of local properties of the vector field. Conditions are developed for reducing the first-order effects of nuisance parameters and reproducing to higher order the likelihood change for the parameter of interest. The emphasis is on extending exponential family methods after locally approximating the statistical model by an exponential family.
Introduction
Afairly general description of conditional inference is that only some portion of the sample space for the response vector is taken into consideration in constructing the inference method. The usual way of arranging this is to fix some appropriate components of the response vector,and use the resulting conditional distribution for inference.
As a simple example due to Fisher (1934) , if y is a sample of size n from the location model f (y; ) − − Π f (y i − ), an (n − 1)-dimensional component of y,w hich can be written a − − (y 1 − y,..., y n − y), has adistribution that does not depend on .A lthough not the full substance of Fisher'sd iscussion, it can be argued that the randomness in this (n − 1)-vector is not relevant for inference about ,a nd the conditional distribution of y,giv en a,i sthe appropriate reference distribution. This type of analysis can be developed for anyt ransformation model: there always exists a vector of generalized residuals analogous to a above that provides an appropriate conditioning. One way to formalize this approach to conditioning is by means of Birnbaum's(1962) conditionality principle, which says to condition on a variable with a fixed distribution; various aspects of this are discussed in Berger and Wolpert (1985) and Evans, Fraser and Monette (1986) . As omewhat different approach is to work with the related error or structural model in which case the conditioning is based on an identified component of error and is logically necessary; cf. Fraser (1979, Chap. 6) .
Outside the class of transformation models, this approach can be approximated by,f or example, finding a statistic whose distribution is approximately parameter-free (BarndorffNielsen, 1980; Cox, 1980; Amari, 1982) or by expressing the model so that it is approximately a transformation model (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1980; Hinkley, 1980) .
In an exponential family model, conditioning is usually invokedf or a different reason: to eliminate effects of nuisance parameters. In certain special cases, it is possible to find a function of the response that is sufficient for the nuisance parameters, in which case the resulting conditional distribution depends only on the parameter of interest. Extensions of and approximations to this type of conditioning are discussed in Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) and Cox and Reid (1987) .
Acomputational advantage of anyconditional approach is that it may result in a substantial reduction in the dimensionality of the problem, and so be much easier to implement numerically. Thus evenifamarginal approach is preferred on theoretical grounds, a conditional approach that closely approximates it may be more useful. Examples of this type of conditioning are discussed in Fraser and Massam (1985) and Skovgaard (1987) .
In this paper we investigate the construction of a one-dimensional conditional distribution for inference about a real parameter.T his construction is carried out directly in the sense that instead of choosing a statistic to condition on, we search in the sample space for a onedimensional conditional model to use for inference. The resulting conditional distribution should be insensitive ton uisance parameters, as in the exponential family models, and sensitive tot he parameter of interest, as in the transformation models. Our approach is motivated by and extended from the exponential family setting, and so is expected to be more effective for models that are closer to exponential families than to transformation models.
By not specifying properties of the statistic to be conditioned on, we are effectively allowing anyc onditional distribution to be a candidate for inference. In Section 2 we showt hat this approach leads to examining local changes of the full model, where ''local''m eans local to a point in the sample space. The parameter effects are obtained from the likelihood function, so our inference is specified by looking at the local properties of the likelihood ratio: the differential likelihood approach is developed in Section 3. Forc ases where the sample space dimension exceeds the parameter dimension, curved exponential models are used to provide local approximations; this raises parametrization issues that are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.5. Some technical aspects of implementation are discussed in Section 4. £ is an r-dimensional nuisance parameter. Anyo ne-dimensional conditional inference procedure can be defined by first specifying a one-to-one transformation from y to a pair (T , s), where T is k − 1d imensional, and then determining the conditional density of s given T .T his density is g(s|T ;
One dimensional conditional procedures and differential likelihood

Sample space partitions
where y − − y(T , s), J(y)i st he Jacobian |∂y/∂(T , s)|, and 1/h(T ;
Ag eometric description of the conditional procedure is that T generates a partition of Y into curves and for each curve s givest he position of y along that curve. Differentiating y with respect to s givesat angent vector v(y)w ith ith component ∂y i /∂s;i f s is chosen to measure arc-length then v(y)w ill be a unit tangent vector.W et hus have that anyc onditional procedure generates a unit vector field V − − {v(y)} on IR k .C onversely,u nder mild regularity conditions, a givenunit vector field V can be integrated from anyinitial point y (0) to produce a curve y − − y(s, y (0) ), which thus givesaconditional procedure.
In (2.1) T is fixed, so only the dependence on s is needed and factors depending purely on T can be absorbed into the normalizing constant. In particular,f or the Jacobian
is givenbythe divergence function and thus find that J(y)i sproportional to
where the initial point y (0) corresponds to s − − 0. The conditional density defined in (2.1) can then be re-expressed as 
One reason for looking at the conditional density from the point of viewofequation (2.4) is that it is easily computed numerically once the vector field V has been determined. Choosing the vector field for inference about ¦ is the subject of the next sections. Fort he moment note that a starting point y (0) needs to be specified, which will typically be the observed data point. From point y ( j) the next point in a positive direction on the path is determined by
)}]i st he expansion adjustment; corresponding expressions would be obtained for the negative direction. Thus the conditional density can be computed without evers pecifying the variable T that is being conditioned on. The computational details may need some care in implementation, in order to obtain accurately the norming constant from the accumulated sum of the products f (y ( j) ;¨)c(y ( j) ). In particular it may be necessary to allowthe step size 
we obtain from S(y;¦ ) − − 0,
This gives
where j(¦ ) − − − S´(y; ¦ )i st he observed information function. All the factors in this expression are computationally available as indicated before the example. The relation of (2.7) to BarndorffNielsen's(1983) approximation to the density of¦ is discussed in Section 5.
In the next sections we seek a conditional procedure g(s|T ;¨)ds that is insensitive tot he nuisance parameters © and best presents the available information for the primary parameter
Inference from such a one-dimensional distribution with one-dimensional parameter is fairly straightforward. Tests and observed levels of significance can be calculated by one-dimensional integrations, and confidence intervals are available by iterations on the calculations of the observed levels of significance. Note also as just described that the conditional density can typically be re-expressed as g( |T , )d for ease of interpretation.
Differential likelihood
We write the log-likelihood function for g relative toafixedvalue 0 as
)/g(s;
0 )} ;( 2.8)
we also use the notation l(y;
The conditional density g is constructed by moving along a curvef rom the initial data point; at each point s we need to knowhow the conditional density changes in moving to s + ds. Forthis we write g(s + ds;
0 )e xp {l (s;
to express the density at the newpoint in terms of: original null ( 0 )d ensity; original likelihood ratio; newn ull density factor; likelihood difference to the newp oint. Only the latter twof actors depend on the newpoint and only the last factor depends also on the parameter.W euse this likelihood-dependent factor as the basis for choosing v(y)a nd thus the curvef or conditional inference. We write dl (s;
)f or the likelihood difference on the curveand obtain dl (s;
).
(2.11)
We hav e complete control overt he choice of likelihood difference on the curve, from the likelihood differences available on the original sample space; thus we approach finding a onedimensional conditional procedure from the viewpoint of optimally choosing the likelihood difference at each step along this curve. The differential expression of dl (s;
)v i (y)ds (2.12) Equation (2.12) indicates the spectrum of possible log-likelihood differences corresponding to the various possible directions v(y).
The differential dl(y;
)i st he minimal sufficient statistic at the point y,a nd it maps the tangent space {dy} to the space IR Ω of real-valued functions of .A swehav e assumed that y is minimal sufficient, this is a full-rank linear mapping; i.e. the coefficients of dy i in (2.12) are k linearly independent functions of .
Choice of conditional inference procedure
Full exponential families
We hav e argued in Section 2 that a conditional inference procedure can be generated directly on the sample space by developing an inference contour incrementally,and that this local development should focus on the sample space differential of the log-likelihood function. We nowconsider whether or not, and how, the conditional procedure can be developed to be insensitive tot he nuisance parameters and effective for inference about .I nS ections 3.2 and 3.3 we will consider these tworequirements separately.A lthough this separation is somewhat technical, there are different issues involved, eventhough similar techniques are used.
The conditional procedure to be discussed in the remainder of this section is motivated by the following simple special case. Suppose the density for y takes the exponential family form
There is no essential loss of generality in assuming that y is the minimal sufficient statistic; but (3.1) also incorporates the restriction that k − − r + 1, and that the parameter of interest is a single component of the canonical parameter.
From various viewpoints it is appropriate to base inference for on the conditional density of y 1 given y 2 ,..., y k .F or this we note that (y 2 ,..., y k )i ss ufficient for for fixed values of and that similar or unbiased tests of are based on the conditional density (Cox and Hinkley, 1974, p. 134; Lehmann, 1986, p. 145) . Alternatively the contour givenbyfixing y 2 ,..., y k is the unique contour along which likelihood difference depends on only; see Section 2, and Fraser (1979, p. 81) . In the differential sample-space approach fixing (y 2 ,..., y k )i se xpressed by requiring dy 2 − − 0, . .., dy k − − 0. This can also be written
where U i (y;
)/∂ i is the score for i .
Of particular importance for our analysis later,t he conditioning just described is invariant under linear reparameterization of the nuisance parameter.F or if we write as a linear rank (k − 1) transformation of and ,(3.1) becomes
and (y 2 ,..., y k )i sao ne-to-one linear function of (y 2 ,..., y k )o nly.T he conditioning thus remains unchanged. This invariance implicitly underlies the differential approach.
Elimination of nuisance parameters
In this subsection we assume that the dimension of the minimal sufficient statistic is equal to the dimension of .A sthe parameter of interest is one-dimensional, this implies that k − 1 constraints analogous to (3.2) will define a one-dimensional conditional distribution.
From (2.12) it follows that the likelihood from the conditional distribution will not depend on the nuisance parameters if dl(y; Note that in the context of independent, identically-distributed sampling, f (y;
)w ill itself be a member of a full exponential family,b ut as the k canonical parameters will typically each be functions of ( , )the method for developing similar tests will not usually apply.T he approximating model (3.4) essentially expresses the canonical parameters as approximate linear functions of the parameters of interest near 0 .N ote also that the approximating model (3.4) is invariant under locally linear reparametrizations of the nuisance parameter.T he orthogonal parametrization of could be used, but the inference contour specified by (3.3) will not be affected. ;s ee Cox and Reid (1987, Ex. 3.1) . Thus the solution of (3.3) is equivalent to conditioning on the maximum likelihood estimate of the orthogonalized nuisance parameter.T his can be shown to hold more generally for cases where the observed information has the same nuisance parameter orthogonality as the expected information. The marginal inference obtained using the location structure of this model is compared to the conditional analysis in Fraser and Reid (1987) . In the present context with r − − k − 1w ehav e that the k − 1e quations (3.7) uniquely determine the unit vector v(y)e xcept for positive orneg ative (±1) sign corresponding to direction.
We examine in Section 4 some technical details concerning the calculation of div {v(y)} from derivativeso ft he gradient vectors u j (y;
). Then, as indicated in Section 2, we are in a position to calculate the conditional distribution g(s;
)ds.
No nuisance parameters
In this case we have a k-dimensional sufficient statistic but only one parameter of interest. Tw o prototype examples are the (k,1)c urved exponential family and the location family.I nthe former an exact ancillary in general does not exist; in the latter the residuals or spacings are ancillary as mentioned in the Introduction, and the usual conditional procedure fixes these. Of course from the present point of viewweare concerned with constructing a conditional density directly.
The Taylor series expansion of log f (y; ! )a bout some fixed point
is the score for the jth curvature parameter.W ew ill truncate the expression after k terms and renormalize, givingf (y; 
In this model the conditional inference contour is defined by dS j (y; 11 (! 0 )/3! makes S 3 uncorrelated with S 1 but does not alter S 2 ,a nd so on. We thus replace the constraints (3.10) by dS j (y;
Fortunately the kth degree reparametrization does not need to be explicitly determined. Let
These scores are uncorrelated with S 1 at % 0 and the vector (S 1 ,S 2 ,...,S k )´ is linearly equivalent to (S 1 , S 2 ,..., S k )´. As the same is true of (S 1 , S 2 ,..., S k )t he twos ets of transformed scoresS 2 ,...,S k and S 2 ,..., S k are themselves related by an invertible linear transformation.
We propose then to replace the constraints (3.10) by dS j (y; .12) i.e. we determine the conditioning using in effect the higher order scores for a parametrization that makes these scores uncorrelated with S 1 .R equiring the higher scores to be uncorrelated with the first in the embedding model (3.9) is the same as requiring the parameters ' 2 ,..., ' k to be orthogonal to ' 1 .T hese parameters measure in some sense the position of the original model in the full exponential model and it seems sensible that theyshould be as free of % effects as possible. Some further discussion of this point is provided in Section 3.5.
Example 3.2: Gamma hyperbola
Assume we have n independent pairs (x 1i , x 2i )f rom the density f (x 1 , x 2 ; 
. . with a covariance matrix I (% 0 )d epending only on ( 2 0 and the % -derivativeso ft he g(% , x i )a t % 0 .W ewish to determine the vector v(y)t hat satisfies dS j − − 0o r dS j − − 0f or j − − 2, . .., n.
-10-The y 1 ,..., y n can be expressed linearly in terms of the S 1 ,..., S n and are uncorrelated. In terms of the y's wec an view S 1 as a linear contrast andS 2 ,...,S n as linear contrasts orthogonal to S 1 .I tf ollows that the vector v(y)s atisfying dS 2 − − 0, . ..,dS n − − 0i sg iv enb y the gradient vector of S 1 with respect to the y's:
The maximum likelihood point is the projection of y on the mean-vector curve 0 .E quation (2.4) then enables us to use the exact conditional distribution of) ,r ather than a normal approximation to its unconditional distribution.
The general case
In this section we consider inference for ) in the presence of nuisance parameters 0 ,w hen the dimension of the minimal sufficient statistic y is greater than the dimension of the parameter
). The approach combines the techniques developed for the twospecial cases in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
We first assume that the nuisance parameters 0 are orthogonal to )
,w ith respect to the Fisher information for the full model f (y; 1 ). Construction of orthogonal parameters is discussed in Cox and Reid (1987) . The exponential tangent model to f ,a t 1 0 ,i staken to bẽ f (y; A lthough the nuisance parameters were not required to be orthogonal in the pure nuisance parameter case of Section 3.2, the orthogonality seems to be necessary in order to apply the argument of Section 3.3 for the higher order ) components. The higher order derivativeswith respect to ) are then in some sense free of nuisance parameter effects. The full exponential model corresponding to (3.9) is f (y;
As in Section 3.3 the linear term (3.15b) to define the vector field {v(y)}. These conditions can be rewritten as
where u j (
)a re the k× 1g radient vectors for the score functions U j and S j .
Example 3.4: Gamma hyperbola (cont.)
In this case we assume the independent pairs (x 1i , x 2i )a re observations from gamma distributions with rate parameters If 6 1 − −6 2 − − 1, the above expression is the same as that obtained in Example 3.2.
Discussion of parametrization
In this section we discuss in more detail the reason for working with the modified likelihood derivativesS 2 ,...,S k ;i .e. with a version of the primary parameter which is orthogonal to (@ 2 ,..., @ k )i nthe embedding exponential model (3.9). Forease of exposition we assume there are no nuisance parameters.
Let ∆ be the parameter space for the parameters Fort he regression Example (3.3) we observed that the vector v(y)w as parallel to the mean-value curveatthe maximum likelihood point. Similar arguments showthat this result holds more generally for curved exponential models using the canonical variables.
Computational aspects
As indicated in Section 2 the calculation of the conditional distribution g(s;
C )ds for inference concerning A can be performed iteratively on the sample space using the vector field {v(y)}.I nparticular for a point y we need the vector v(y)a nd the expansion rate div {v(y)}.
The methods in Section 3 gav e k − 1v ectors, say a 1 (y), . .., a k−1 (y), orthogonal to v(y). It is of course straightforward to calculate ±v(y)f rom a 1 (y), . .., a k−1 (y). In this section we address the calculation of div {v(y)} from derivativesofthe vectors a 1 (y), . .., a k−1 (y).
The orthogonality of the aD (y)a nd v(y)g iv esar elation among derivatives. From v´aD − − 0w eobtain
by differentiation where
The derivative of v(y)i nthe direction aE /|aE |i s VaE /|aE |. The component of this in the direction aE /|aE |i s aE´VaE /|aE | 2 .T his givest he expansion rate associated with the direction aE /|aE |:
d
We hav e approached conditional inference for a real parameter in terms of local likelihood properties of a possible conditional distribution rather than the usual marginal properties of the conditioning variable. For the case where the dimension of the minimal sufficient statistic is equal to the parameter dimension we were able to choose a preferred conditioning direction at each sample point entirely in terms of a local property: that the change in likelihood should have az ero derivative with respect to the nuisance parameters at the maximum likelihood estimate. Forthe case without nuisance parameters we chose the direction so that the likelihood change has kth-order agreement with the parametrization that is orthogonal to the remaining components parameter in the full exponential tangent model. Fort he more general case the preceding methods were combined but a preliminary calculation of the orthogonalized nuisance parameters was invokeds ot hat the higher partial derivativesw ith respect to H were in a sense free of the nuisance parameters.
Forthe case of a real parameter This also is suitable for iterative computation, once anyvector field V is chosen. We now compare (5.1) with Barndorff-Nielsen's( 1983) formula for the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate. In the real parameter case this formula is At ransformation model has the property of a constant maximum value, in the constant information parametrization P .T his property thus determines the function C(y)in(5.1) and formula (5.2) is thus exact for such models (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1980) . Forexponential models it is known that the saddlepoint approximation coincides with Barndorff-Nielsen'sformula, and is exact only for the twolocation cases, normal and log-gamma, and the inverse Gaussian. It follows that the constant maximum density property in the constant information parametrization occurs only for these three models in the exponential family.M ore generally,t he constant maximum-density property is locally a large sample limit, and formula (5.2) is then an asymptotic result. One advantage of (5.2) is that it can be used for multidimensional H ,ifanexact or approximate ancillary can be found.
